LS 591 COMPUTER SCIENCE APPLICATIONS TO LIBRARIANSHIP

SPRING, 2008

Course Number is a required course for Master’s Degree in Library Science.

College of Education
Department of Library Science

Instructor:
Dr. Mary Ann Bell
Academic Building IV, Room 421
P.O. Box 2236/SHSU
936-294-4857
Haw001@shsu.edu
Office hours: Mondays and Tuesdays by appointment

Text/Readings:

Online tutorial: Bare Bones 101: A Basic Tutorial on Searching the Web
http://www.sc.edu/beaufort/library/pages/bones/bones.shtml

Course Description:

This class offers an introduction to the telecommunications and the Internet for school library media specialists. Some of the topics to be covered include e-mail, listservs, various information search tools, Web 2.0 resources, and online collaboration. In addition ethical issues related to responsible use of the Internet and a wide variety of curriculum connections will be explored. Prerequisite: LS 570.

Standards Matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives/Learning Outcomes</th>
<th>Activities (* indicates field-based activity)</th>
<th>Performance Assessment</th>
<th>Standards:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Locate, evaluate, and use information for specific purposes | • Assigned readings for discussion on issues of librarianship  
• Website evaluation assignment  
• Annotated bibliography assignment | • Analysis of written discussion | 1.1  
c2  
g7 |
| Access to information | • LM_NET Participation  
• Tutorial  
• Web evaluation assignment | • Analysis of written discussion | 1.3 |
| Adhere to and communicate legal and ethical policies | • Blackboard discussion  
• Web Site Evaluation Assignment  
• Class Discussion online via live chat | • Analysis of written communication | 1.1  
g.9  
g.14 |
|---|---|---|---|
| Facilitate access to information in print, non-print, and electronic formats | • Blackboard discussion  
• Web Site Development  
• Library Automation Systems Group Presentation  
• Text Reading | • Analysis of written communication | 1.3 |
| Comply with and communicate the legal and ethical codes of the profession | • Blackboard discussion  
• Written ethical narrative assignment | • Analysis of written communication | 1.3 |
| Incorporate technology to promote efficient and equitable access to information beyond print resources | • Blackboard discussion  
• Tutorial | • Analysis of written communication | 2.3 |
| Demonstrate the potential for establishing connections to other libraries and the larger library community for resource sharing, networking, and developing common policies and procedures | • Blackboard discussion  
• TLC Participation  
• Social Networking Assignment  
• Online chat participation | • Analysis of written communication | 3.1  
f.4 |
| Translate for the school the ways in which the library program can enhance school improvement efforts | • Blackboard discussion  
• Social networking assignment  
• 2.0 tutorial | • Analysis of written communication | 3.2 |
| Utilize information found in professional journals to improve library practice | • Blackboard discussion  
• Journal readings assignment | • Analysis of written communication | 3.2 |
| Apply accepted management principles and practices that relate to personnel, financial, and operational issues | • Acceptable use policy assignment | • Analysis of written communication | 4.2  
c.7  
c.11 |
| Promote ongoing staff development for the learning community, particularly in the area of integration of information technology | • TLC Participation  
• Social networking assignment  
• Final presentation | • Analysis of written communication | b.7 |
| Employ existing and emerging technologies to access, evaluate, and disseminate information for possible application to instructional programs | • Blackboard discussion  
• Journal readings  
• Social networking assignment  
• Final project | • Analysis of written communication | d.3 |
| Exhibit effective communication through written, electronic expression | • Email  
• Blackboard Discussion  
• TLC Participation  
• Live Chat | • Analysis of written communication | f.2 |
| Evaluate and select existing and emergent technologies in support of the library program | • Blackboard discussion  
• Social Networking Assignment  
• TLC participation | • Analysis of written communication | g.5 |
Web address for state standards: http://www.sbec.state.tx.us
Web link to AASL-Recognized Programs: http://www.ala.org/ala/aasl/aasleducation/schoollibrarymed/AASLHistorical.cfm

Course Format:

The content of this course is a combined delivery of face-to-face and online using Blackboard and additional Web 2.0 technologies. In addition, course concepts are learned through self-study, collaborative study, small group discussions, and small group presentations. Evaluation consists of self-evaluations, peer evaluations, and professor assessments using rubrics for products, discussions, and presentations.

Student Evaluation of Instructor Effectiveness (IDEA): Towards the end of this course, the students will be asked to evaluate the instructor’s effectiveness related to the course objectives and the general effectual teaching practices using the IDEA instrument via an online data gathering tool. Students will be invited to provide feedback that will be used to make needed adjustments in the future to the course and instruction. In addition, students will evaluate their learning for the following list of objectives, which are categorized as Essential or Important:

Essential Objectives: Gain Factual Knowledge
Developing Specific Skills, Competencies, and Points of View Needed by Professionals
Learning to Apply Course Material

Important Objectives: Learning Fundamental Principles, Generalizations, or Theories

Course Content:

This course is designed for the preparation of school librarians to gain factual knowledge so that they may be the facilitators who bring the skills, information, and instructional resources of the global community into their schools through the use of Internet resources. The preparation includes developing specific skills, competencies, and points of view needed by professionals in the field. This class offers an introduction to the telecommunications and the Internet for school library media specialists. Some of the topics to be covered include e-mail, listservs, various information search tools, Web 2.0 resources, and online collaboration. In addition ethical issues related to responsible use of the Internet and a wide variety of curriculum connections will be explored

Course Requirements:

1) Professionalism/Participation. Graduate students are expected to be active, enthusiastic, and collegial participants during the semester. In addition, graduate course work should be completed in a timely and professional manner following the posted schedule. Points are lost if these expectations are not fulfilled.

2) Assignments:
   a. Questionnaire. This is a pre-test that is for your self-assessment as well as for my assessment of where the class stands. Please complete this by the deadline posted in Blackboard.
   b. Pretest: This exercise causes you to evaluate your proficiency in basic Internet use at the beginning of your studies.
   c. Blackboard Student Page. This is your homepage in Blackboard and must be completed as soon as possible once the course has begun.
   d. Tutorial This provides introductory information about basic Internet use, search tactics, and important resources. 
   e. Web 2.0 Tutorial. This assignment informs you about emerging collaborative online resources and services
   f. Discussion of Information Ethics: This assignment provides you with first hand accounts of situations dealing with information ethics.
   g. Annotated Bibliography of Web Sites: This assignment requires you to employ web evaluation and search techniques to create a collection of outstanding resources about a chosen topic.
h. **Web Site Evaluation:** This assignment requires you to evaluate sites as to bias, authority, appropriate level, and traits of an outstanding site.

i. **Acceptable Use Policy:** This assignment requires you to evaluate your own or a model district’s technology acceptable use policy.

j. **Current Events:** This assignment provides you with information about emerging technologies and issues related to Internet use.

k. **Social Networkpalooza:** This assignment allows you to explore collaborative and interactive Internet sites and services for use with students and staff.

l. **Online Chat Participation:** This assignment offers the experience of communicating with colleagues in real time via live chat.

m. **TLC Participation.** This assignment establishes connections with the greater library and education community.

n. **Post test:** This assignment allows you to evaluate your learning from as a result of your classwork in this class.

o. **Student lesson/Final Project:** This assignment provides you with the experience of creating an interactive Internet based lesson for students and sharing it online.

p. **Blackboard Discussion.** This is an important part of sharing in our learning while we are outside of our face-to-face meeting time. Ongoing and active participation is required for the student to receive an A in this course.

**Evaluation:**

Because your active participation is so important, it is imperative that all assignments be submitted on dates due. Assignments will be considered “on time” if submitted by midnight of the day due. (NOTE: All due dates/times are based on Central Standard Time.) Submission of work after midnight will be considered late. All assignments must be completed in order to pass this course.

- Late assignments lose a percentage of the points for that assignment. After one day – one-third of the points; Two days – one-half of the points. No assignments earn points after the second day, but must be completed.

- Student must participate in Blackboard Discussion in order to make an A in this course. However, participation does not guarantee an A in the course.

- Rewrites: Do your best work the first time around. Professionalism counts. Any work that must be rewritten will be considered late and subjected to a significant loss of points.

- Attendance is strongly encouraged for required class meetings and roll will be taken. Absences exceeding three hours will result in a serious grade reduction. The only excused absence occurs when students are involved in university sponsored activities and obtain approval from the Instructor. Consistently being late for class or asking to leave early is akin to being absent.

- All assignments are to be submitted via the Blackboard Assignment Section. I will NOT accept work via my email accounts or hard copies of assignments. Failure of your hardware or software is not sufficient reason for late work. It is your responsibility to ensure that work arrives on time. Please retain a copy of all material submitted in the form of an email so that you can resend and prove promptness, if necessary.

- **Plagiarism is not tolerated** and is subject to the rules and regulations of the university. Work that is plagiarized will not be graded because it is not the student’s work. Paraphrasing and work quoted should give credit to the original author(s). Without proper credit, the work will be considered plagiarized, and could result in the failure in the student’s ability to pass this course and possible expulsion from the university. Persons caught plagiarizing will be reported to the proper university officials.
• The professor reserves the right to alter course requirements to better meet the learning needs of the graduate students.

Expectations:

Technology requirements: It is expected that graduate students enrolled in this course have the following computer skills: sending/receiving email, attaching documents, creating tables, creating presentations, conducting online searches, and utilizing library electronic resources. Microsoft Word is the word processing program that is necessary to complete the assignments unless otherwise stated. It is also necessary for the student to have access to a computer at home since much of this course is completed in the evenings and on weekends. This course moves quickly and all students need to hit the ground running. So, access to technology is a must.

Dispositions: (Self Assessment of these occurs twice during your graduate studies)

Exhibits ethical behavior
Exhibits effective communication skills
Respects diverse ideas and values
Exhibits academic potential for graduate studies
Collaborates with others
Exhibits leadership
Exhibits graduate level/professional behavior
Guides thinking and learning of self and others

http://shsulibsci.pbwiki.com

STUDENT ABSENCES ON RELIGIOUS HOLY DAYS POLICY
Section 51.911(b) of the Texas Education Code requires that an institution of higher education excuse a student from attending classes or other required activities, including examinations, for the observance of a religious holy day, including travel for that purpose. A student whose absence is excused under this subsection may not be penalized for that absence and shall be allowed to take an examination or complete an assignment from which the student is excused within a reasonable time after the absence.

University policy 861001 provides the procedures to be followed by the student and instructor. A student desiring to absent himself/herself from a scheduled class in order to observe (a) religious holy day(s) shall present to each instructor involved a written statement concerning the religious holy day(s). This request must be made in the first fifteen days of the semester or the first seven days of a summer session in which the absence(s) will occur. The instructor will complete a form notifying the student of a reasonable timeframe in which the missed assignments and/or examinations are to be completed.

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES POLICY
It is the policy of Sam Houston State University that no otherwise qualified individual with disabilities shall, solely by reason of his/her handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any academic or Student Life program or activity. Students with disabilities may request help with academically related problems stemming from individual disabilities from their instructors, school/department chair, or by contacting the Chair of the Committee for Continuing Assistance for Disabled Students and Director of the Counseling Center, Lee Drain Annex, or by calling (936) 294-1720.

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
SHSU adheres to all applicable federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and guidelines with respect to providing reasonable accommodations for students with disabilities. Students with disabilities that may affect adversely their work in this class should register with the SHSU Counseling Center and talk with their University supervisor and classroom mentor teachers about how they can help. All disclosures of disabilities will be kept strictly confidential. NOTE: no accommodation can be made until registration with the Counseling Center is complete.
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